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Summary
Practice improves the performance in visual tasks, but
mechanisms underlying this adult brain plasticity are un-
clear. Single-cell studies reported no [1], weak [2], or
moderate [3, 4] perceptual learning-related changes in
macaque visual areas V1 and V4, whereas none were found
in middle temporal (MT) [5]. These conflicting results and
modeling of human (e.g., [6, 7]) and monkey data [8] sug-
gested that changes in the readout of visual cortical signals
underlie perceptual learning, rather than changes in these
signals. In the V4 learning studies, monkeys discriminated
small differences in orientation, whereas in the MT study,
the animals discriminated opponent motion directions.
Analogous to the latter study, we trained monkeys to dis-
criminate static orthogonal orientations masked by noise.
V4 neurons showed robust increases in their capacity to
discriminate the trained orientations during the course of
the training. This effect was observed during discrimination
and passive fixation but specifically for the trained orienta-
tions. The improvement in neural discrimination was due
to decreased response variability and an increase of the
difference between the mean responses for the two trained
orientations. These findings demonstrate that perceptual
learning in a coarse discrimination task indeed can change
the response properties of a cortical sensory area.
Results and Discussion
Two monkeys (Macaca mulatta) performed a coarse orienta-
tion discrimination task: they had to discriminate two orthog-
onal, oblique sinusoidal gratings that were masked by noise
[9, 10] (Figure 1A). Both the noise and spatial phase varied
across trials. In humans, practicing this task produces a loca-
tion and orientation-specific improvement in performance [11].
Initially, the monkeys were trained with gratings having a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 80% to establish an association
between each orientation and a saccadic response. Once
performance reached >90% correct, we presented the two
gratings with SNRs between 0% and 40%. The behavioral
performance improved over the course of several months of
practice (Figures 1B and 1C). This improvement was signifi-
cant (p < 0.01; permutation test) for all nonzero trained SNRs
for each monkey, as demonstrated by robust linear regres-
sions of percent correct versus session number.
Throughout the training, we recorded single neurons in V4,
an area arguably at the same hierarchical level as middle
temporal (MT) [12] that shows orientation sensitivity [13]
and perceptual learning-related changes in a fine orientation*Correspondence: rufin.vogels@med.kuleuven.bediscrimination task [3, 4]. We recorded from a region (4–
6 mm2) of right dorsal V4 with receptive fields (RF) at small
eccentricities. All neurons (n = 177) that responded to at least
one stimulus (analysis of variance [ANOVA]; p < 0.05) of the
coarse orientation task were included. Based on RF mapping
of each neuron, the stimulus was centered on the RF. There-
fore, the stimulus position varied slightly between sessions.
During the course of the recordings, the mean (6 standard
deviation) stimulus eccentricity was 3.1 (61.0; n = 105) and
3.0 (60.7; n = 72) in monkeys M and P, respectively, and
the mean polar angle was 225 (622) and 221 (612) in
monkeys M and P, respectively.
We quantified how well each neuron could discriminate
between the trained orientations at each SNR using receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) analysis [14, 15] on the spiking
responses. The area under the ROC curve (AUROC) corre-
sponds to the percent correct classification of the orientation
by an ideal observer using the distributions of the number of
spikes (see Figure S1 available online). Robust linear regres-
sion of the AUROC versus cell number showed significant
positive slopes (p < 0.01; permutation test) at SNRs above
15% and 10% in monkeys M and P, respectively (Figures 1D
and 1E). This increase in AUROC with training remained signif-
icant using partial regression with stimulus eccentricity and
polar angle as covariates at SNRs of 20% (partial r = 0.34;
p < 0.005; n = 105) and 40% (partial r = 0.25; p < 0.05; n =
105) in monkey M and of 15% (partial r = 0.42; p < 0.0005;
n = 72) and 40% (partial r = 0.26; p < 0.05; n = 72) in monkey P.
To pool the data from both animals, we created an early (E)
and late (L) group of neurons consisting of the first 30% and
last 30% recorded neurons of each monkey (monkey M: n =
35 neurons per group; P: n = 24). Figure 2A shows the mean
psychometric functions obtained during the recordings of
the two groups. The percent correct responses were signifi-
cantly larger in the L compared to the E group (ANOVA; main
effect of group; p < 0.0001), demonstrating the behavioral
learning effect. This group effect was significant in each animal
(p < 0.0001; Figure S2). The simultaneously obtained neuro-
metric curves (Figure 2B) showed significantly larger AUROC
values in the L compared to the E group (ANOVA; main effect
of group; p < 0.0001). This was significant in each animal (p <
0.01; Figure S2). Although for some neurons neurometric and
psychometric performances were equal (Figure S1), the
average neuron performedmore poorly than themonkey itself,
even after the long training (L group average 75% correct neu-
rometric and psychometric thresholds were 24% and 12%
SNR, respectively). Note that other studies [15, 16] have also
reported average neurometric-psychometric threshold ratios
considerably greater than 1 for short stimulus durations.
The increase in AUROC with training can result from an in-
crease in the difference between the mean responses to the
two trained orientations and/or a decrease of the trial-to-trial
response variability. For each neuron, we computed the differ-
ence (BT-WT) between the mean net response to the ‘‘best’’
trained orientation (BT), i.e., the one producing the largest
mean net response at 40% SNR, and the mean net response
for the ‘‘worst’’ trained orientation (WT). The mean BT-WT
was significantly larger in the L compared to the E group
Figure 1. Psychometric and Neurometric Performance while Learning the Coarse Orientation Discrimination Task
(A) Task. After 500 ms of fixating upon a red target (size: 0.26) on a noise background, a grating patch was superimposed on the noise background for
250 ms during continuous fixation. After stimulus offset, the monkey was required to fixate for 200 ms, after which two targets (size: 0.57) were presented
at 5 eccentricity. Each of the two orientations (left and right oblique gratings) was associatedwith one target point. Themonkey had to saccade to one of the
two target points to indicate his decision (green arrow). Correct choices were rewarded with a small liquid reward. Choices for the 0% signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) stimuli were rewarded with a 0.5 probability. Fixation breaks (square fixation windowwidth of <1.5) during the trial sequence or saccades outside the
target windows were treated as aborts and discarded for the computation of psychometric and neurometric performances. The panel illustrates a grating
patch with 40% SNR. The fixation and peripheral targets are depicted larger than as presented in the experiment for illustration purposes.
(B and C) Behavioral performance (percent correct; chance level 50%) in the coarse orientation discrimination task as a function of the number of training
sessions (days) for each of the SNRs (0%–40%) is indicated by colored symbols. Filled symbols indicate sessions during which single cells were recorded.
(B) shows monkey M and (C) shows monkey P.
(D and E) Neurometric performance (area under the receiver operating characteristic [ROC] curve [AUROC]; chance level 50%) of single V4 neurons (see
Figure S1 for an example neuron) plotted as a function of cell number recorded during training (filled symbols in B and C) in the coarse orientation discrim-
ination task for different SNRs. Color codes the same as in (B) and (C). Lines are based on robust regression, and slopes significantly larger than 0 (p < 0.01)
are indicated by a star in the legend. (D) shows monkey M and (E) shows monkey P.
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significant interaction between animal and group (Figure S2).
To address the second factor, we computed the Fano factor
for each neuron and stimulus with a mean response >0 (Fig-
ure 2D). The mean Fano factor, averaged across BT and WT,was lower in the L than in the E group (ANOVA; main effect
of group; p < 0.05). This effect on response variance was pre-
sent in each animal (Figure S2). Regression analyses of log
response variance on log mean response (across neurons
and orientations) showed a significantly larger slope in the E
Figure 2. Comparison of Early and Late Learning Period in Coarse Orienta-
tion Discrimination, Averaged across Animals
(A) Behavioral performance as a function of SNR. The mean percent of
correct responses was significantly larger in the late (L) than in the early
(E) group (F[1,114] = 148.3; p < 0.0001).
(B) Neurometric performance (AUROC) as a function of SNR. AUROC values
were significantly larger in the L than in the E period (F[1,114] = 17.6; p <
0.0001).
(C) Mean difference between the net response to the best trained (BT) and
worst trained (WT) orientations as a function of SNR. Best and worst trained
orientations were defined for each neuron based on the mean net response
at 40% SNR. The mean BT-WT increased with SNR (F[5,570] = 56.9; p <
0.00001) and was significantly larger in the L group (F[1,114] = 6.6; p < 0.01).
(D) Fano factor as a function of SNR. The Fano factors of the BT and WT
orientations were averaged. The Fano factor depended significantly on
SNR (F[5,550] = 7.7; p < 0.00001), with lower Fano factors for the 40%
SNR compared to the lower SNRs. The mean Fano factor was lower in the
L than in the E group (F[1,110] = 5.0; p < 0.05). The main effect of E versus
L group was also significant when the Fano factors for BT and WT were
analyzed separately.
(E) Mean net response to the BT orientations as a function of SNR. The
difference between E and L was not significant (ns).
(F) Mean net response to theWT orientations as a function of SNR. Learning
significantly reduced the WT response (F[1,114] = 4.7; p < 0.05).
Error bars indicate standard error of the mean (SEM).
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linear model; p < 0.01; Figure S2), indicating that the Fano
factor decrease reflected a genuine decrease in response vari-
ance for SNRs >5%. Regression analyses combining the data
of both animals by normalizing cell number within each animal
(Supplemental Experimental Procedures; Table S1) confirmedthat learning increased differences between the responses to
the trained orientations and decreased trial-to-trial variability.
A simulation (Supplemental Experimental Procedures; Table
S1) showed that the mean change in response variance and
BT-WT is sufficient to explain the mean AUROC increase
with learning.
The baseline activity tended to be reduced by training, but
this decrease was not significant (ANOVA; main effect of
group; p = 0.38). The same held for the net response to BT (Fig-
ure 2E; ANOVA; main effect of group; p = 0.17). Learning
affected the response to WT (ANOVA; p < 0.05; Figure 2F; Fig-
ure S2), but this effect failed to reach significance using robust
regression of WT response versus normalized cell number.
Thus, learning did not increase the overall response strength,
but instead tended to reduce it. This is similar to what has
been observed in area V1 [1, 2] but opposite to the increased
responses following fine orientation learning in V4 [3, 4].
The orientation sensitivities of most neurons (n = 133) were
assessed by presenting eight randomly interleaved orienta-
tions (SNR 80%; range: 0–157.5) while the monkey was
passively fixating. Fine discrimination learning decreases
the proportion of V4 neurons preferring the trained orientation
[3, 4]. The coarse orientation discrimination learning did not
significantly affect the proportion of neurons preferring one
of the trained orientations (Figure S3) nor did it affect the
response strength to the preferred orientation (Figure S3).
Unlike for fine discrimination learning [3, 4], we observed no
consistent effect of training on the orientation sensitivity index
(SI) (Figure S3): no significant main effect of E (n = 50) versus L
(n = 34) period but a significant interaction between monkey
and group (p < 0.05; Figure 3C) with a significant increase of
SI with training in monkey P only.
The absence of any consistent effect of training on SI was
not a result of the animal not performing the orientation
discrimination task, because during passive fixation we
observed a significant increase in AUROC for the trained orien-
tations with an 80% SNR (main effect of period [p < 0.01]
[Figure 3A] with no interaction between monkey and group
[Figure S3]). As with the orientation discrimination task, the
increase in AUROC during passive fixation resulted from an
increase in BT-WT (p < 0.05) and a decrease in Fano factor
(p < 0.05).
To determine whether the training effect was orientation
specific, we computed the AUROC for the two untrained orien-
tations differing by 45 from the trained orientations. No effect
of training on AUROC was observed for these untrained orien-
tations (Figure 3B; main effect of E versus L period: not signif-
icant [ns]; interaction group and monkey: ns). An ANOVA with
factors group, monkey and trained versus untrained orienta-
tions showed a significant interaction between the trained/
untrained and the E/L variables for the AUROC and Fano factor
(p < 0.05), demonstrating the orientation specificity of the
training effect directly.
Figure 3D shows the mean AUROC as a function of the
minimum absolute angle (TO-PO; Figure S3) between the
trained orientations (TO) and preferred orientation (PO) of
each neuron. To increase power, we pooled the data of the
15% and 20% SNRs. As expected [16], the mean AUROC
decreases with increasing TO-PO angle (ANOVA; main effect
of TO-PO; p < 0.01). The mean AUROC was greater for the L
than for the E groups at each of the TO-PO angles (Figure 3D;
main effect of group: p < 0.001.). These effects were present in
each animal and for the AUROC at the 80% SNR trained orien-
tations during the fixation task (both effects p < 0.05). The
Figure 3. Effect of Learning on Properties of V4 Neurons
(A) Neurometric performance (AUROC) during passive fixation for the two
trained orientations presented with 80% SNR, averaged across the two
animals. E and L: early (n = 50) and late (n = 34) period. Learning increased
neurometric performance for the trained orientations during passive fixation
(F[1,80] = 7.5; p < 0.01).
(B) Neurometric performance (AUROC) during passive fixation for two
untrained orientations presented with 80% SNR, averaged across the two
animals. These stimuli were presented interleaved with the trained orienta-
tions, the data for which are shown in (A). No increase in AUROC with
learning was present (F[1,80] = 0.0; ns).
(C) Mean orientation sensitivity index (SI) in E and L periods for monkeys M
and P separately. The larger the SI is, then themore orientation-sensitive the
neuron. The main effect of E versus L periods was ns (F[1,80] = 1.5; ns) but
the interaction betweenmonkey and groupwas (F[1,80] = 6.5; p < 0.05). Data
were obtained during passive fixation (same neurons as in A and B).
(D) Neurometric performance (AUROC) as a function of the minimum abso-
lute angle (TO-PO) between the trained orientations (TO) and preferred
orientation (PO) of each neuron, averaged for the E and L groups of both
monkeys. When, for example, the trained orientations were 22.5 and
112.5 and the preferred orientation was 45, then the TO-PO angle is
22.5. The data of both 15% and 20% SNRwere analyzed in a single analysis
of variance with factors TO-PO, E versus L group, SNR, and animal.
The mean AUROC decreased with increasing TO-PO angle (F[2,63] = 4.9;
p < 0.01). The mean AUROC was larger for the L than for the E group
(F[1,63] = 14.1; p < 0.001).
Error bars indicate SEM.
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significant in these ANOVAs. To assess with greater power
whether the effect of learning on AUROC differed among
TO-PO angles, we performed robust linear regression on the
AUROC as a function of normalized cell number separately
for the three groups of neurons defined by their TO-PO angle
(group 1: TO-PO = 0; group 2: TO-PO = 22.5; group 3:
TO-PO = 45; pooled across animals; Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures). The slopes of the regression lines were
significantly larger than 0 for SNRs exceeding 5% for group
1 but, although positive at SNRs >10%, failed to reach signifi-
cance in the other groups (Table S1). The slopes differed
significantly among the TO-PO groups for SNRs 10%, 15%,and 20% (general linear model; p < 0.05). Thus, the training
effect is larger for neurons for which one of the trained orienta-
tions equals the preferred orientation (group 1), which are the
most informative neurons for this task [17, 18]. Conversely,
learning fine orientation discrimination predominantly affects
neurons of which the trained differs from the preferred orienta-
tion [2, 4], which carry the most acute orientation signals
[15, 17–19]. This agrees with the hypothesis that perceptual
learning predominantly affects those neurons that are informa-
tive for the task at hand. However, the effects of coarse
discrimination learning were not restricted to the most infor-
mative neurons. First, combining the 15% and 20% SNR
data produced significant AUROC slopes in group 3 (slope =
0.11; p < 0.05) and a marginally significant trend in group 2
(slope = 0.07; p = 0.09). Second, the learning effect for the
80% SNR stimuli was present for neurons with TO-PO >0
(Figure S3).
To relate neuronal responses to perceptual decisions trial-
by-trial, we computed choice probabilities (CP) [20]. Both
animals showed mean grand CPs significantly greater than
0.50 (monkey M: mean CP 0.516; p < 0.01 [Signrank test; n =
103]; monkey P: 0.515; p < 0.05 [n = 67]). These CP values
are low, but we did not select neurons. Indeed, themean grand
CP of neurons with AUROC >95% at 40% SNR was 0.541 (p <
0.005 [n = 36; Figure S3]), which compares well with those
of selected MT neurons for motion direction discrimination
[16, 20]. These CPs suggest that V4 neurons are linked, but
not necessarily causally [21], to the monkey’s decision in the
coarse orientation discrimination task. Unlike [5], we failed to
find an effect of learning on CP (Figure S3).
We observed a robust, orientation-specific improvement in
the discrimination capacity of V4 neurons during perceptual
learning of a coarse orientation discrimination task. Both the
orientation-specific nature of the improvement and its pres-
ence after stratification of TO-PO angles negate concerns
that these effects were caused by factors unrelated to learning
(e.g., sampling bias, successive recording-related factors).
Unlike some learning effects for more complex stimuli in V1
[22–24], the improved V4 discriminability does not appear to
result from changes in attention. First, attended stimuli typi-
cally elicit stronger responses, relative to nonattended stimuli
in V4 [25–31], and we observed opposite trends in response
strengths during training. Second, eight orientations at 80%
SNR were presented interleaved in the passive fixation task,
making it unlikely that the monkey employed the same atten-
tional resources as in the more difficult orientation discrimina-
tion task. The presence of the training effect in both tasks
suggests changes in bottom-up-driven responses to the
trained orientations, although one cannot exclude top-down
influences on the responses in the fixation task because we
did not employ a difficult orthogonal task. Indeed, attention
and other task-related factors can play a role in perceptual
learning [32–34].
Our V4 data concur with changes in early visual cortical
activations observed in human functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) (e.g [35–38]) and improved contrast sensitivity
in cat area 17 [39] with perceptual learning. Our results are
also in line with the enhanced discrimination of noise-
degraded familiar compared to novel natural images observed
in macaque V4 [40], although the mechanisms underlying the
learning effects in the two studies might differ. The one or
more sources of the discrepancy between our results and
those of [5] are unknown. Possible sources are differences in
training extent and protocol, but these are difficult to compare
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that V4 is more plastic thanMT for the trained stimulus proper-
ties. The direction selectivities of MT neurons are similar to
their V1 inputs [41], whereas V4 neurons have broader orienta-
tion tunings [4, 13, 42] and more complex spectral tunings [42]
than V1 neurons. Perhaps the broad orientation sensitivity
leaves more room in V4 for learning-dependent, orientation-
specific reweighting of their V1 and/or V2 and local inputs.
Such orientation-specific reweighting might explain why the
increase in discriminability for the trained orientations was
not consistently related to an increase in overall orientation
sensitivity (SI) and was orientation specific and present at
the onset of the orientation selectivity (response time course
analysis; data not shown).
The coarse orientation learning affected both the average
firing rate and response variance. Part of the response vari-
ance might be due to the trial-to-trial variations of the stimulus
noise. Hence, the reduction in Fano factor with learning might
result from a reduced sensitivity to external noise, but this
cannot be the sole cause of learning because it cannot explain
its orientation specificity. Possibly, the decreased variance is
due to changes of the functional connectivity between the neu-
rons because a portion of response variance reflects trial-to-
trial covariation of responses within the neuronal network
[43, 44]. We observed a trend toward decreased response
strength after the lengthy training, in agreement with a fMRI
study showing that the initially increased activation can
decrease and even disappear following long training [45],
which supports synaptic downscaling as a mechanism of
perceptual learning, as proposed to explain effects of sleep
on learning [46]. Note that sleep affects perceptual learning
in the coarse orientation discrimination task in humans [11].
A naive Bayes classifier using as input the responses of the
early and late groups of neurons (Supplemental Experimental
Procedures; Figure S3) showed a 54% decrease in threshold
(75% correct) with learning, which compares favorably to the
44% decrease observed behaviorally. This contrasts with the
V4 [4] fine discrimination learning data for which the modeled
change was considerably smaller than the behavioral one.
However, caution is required when comparing model and
behavioral performances because possible learning-related
changes in correlated activity between neurons, noise in the
decision process, or eye movement planning were not taken
into account. Note that the increased performance of the clas-
sifier with learning reflects both a change of the V4 response
properties and of the readout of their responses. Thus, the
present study does not exclude the possibility of changes in
the sensory signal readout at the decision stage playing
some role during perceptual learning. It demonstrates that
models of visual perceptual learning need to consider changes
in visual cortical signals in order to provide a full account of
what becomes modified during the learning.Experimental Procedures
Recordings
Standard electrophysiological recording techniques were employed. Prelu-
nate dorsal V4 was localized before implantation and verified before and
between recordings using 3 Tesla MRI magnetization prepared rapid acqui-
sition gradient echo (resolution 600 mm) in each animal. Animal care and
experimental procedures were approved by the ethical committee of the
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven Medical School. Subjects’ eye movements
were monitored using infrared eye tracking (EyeLink). Eye position analysis
showed no systematic differences between the eye positions for the two
trained orientations for both E and L periods. Action potentials wererecorded with glass-coated tungsten microelectrodes [4], thresholded on-
line, and sorted offline (Offline Sorter; Plexon). The recording apparatus
and electrodes were identical throughout the training.
Stimuli
The gamma-corrected stimuli were circular patches (2 diameter) contain-
ing a 100% contrast (luminance range: 0.01–51 cd/m2) sinusoidal grating
(2 cycles/) spatially masked by noise, superimposed on a noise back-
ground that filled the 20 inch display. The SNR was manipulated by random
replacement of 100% SNR of the grating pixels (pixel size 0.04) by noise.
0%SNR patches were detectable at stimulus onset, reducing spatial uncer-
tainty. The noise was generated from a sinusoidal luminance distribution
such that the luminance distributions in the stimulus patch and background
were statistically equivalent.
Tests
RFmappingwasperformedusing handplottingwith small checkerboards [4]
or gratings when checkerboards failed to produce a response. The trained
orientations were 22.5 and 112.5 in monkey M and 67.5 and 157.5 in
monkey P. Gratings of different SNRs and orientations were presented
randomly interleaved. Taskdifficultywaskept relatively constant throughout
the training by adjusting the frequencydistributions of the various SNRs. The
meanpresentation frequencies for theSNRwith the smallest frequencywere
25 and 27 and for the SNR with the largest frequency were 68 and 62 in
monkeys M and P, respectively. Stimulus duration during orientation
discrimination and passive fixation was held at 250 ms.
Data Analysis
Spikes were counted within two windows: [2250–0] for baseline and
[50–300] for gross response, 0 being stimulus onset. The animal fixated until
at least 200 ms after stimulus offset, precluding the possibility that presac-
cadic activity (which can occur <100ms before saccade onset in V4 [47–49])
intruded into spike counts within the response window. AUROC, Fano
factor, and CP were computed using gross responses. Other analyses
were performed on net response (gross-baseline). To compute AUROC,
we determined the ‘‘preferred’’ (BT) and ‘‘null’’ (WT) orientations of a neuron
by the mean net response at 40% SNR. The Fano factor is the trial-to-trial















R and O are the mean net response and orientation for stimulus i (n = 8),
respectively. If themeannet responseof aneuronwasnegative, the absolute
minimummean net response across the eight orientations was added to the
responses to compute SI. SI is 0 for a neuron responding equally to all eight
orientations and 1 when responding to only one orientation. To compute
TO-PO angle, we equaled the preferred orientation with the orientation,
outof theeight,with thegreatest net response. TocomputeCPs,wezscored
the responses for eachSNR<40%with at least one correct andone incorrect
choice for each orientation. The ‘‘preferred’’ and ‘‘null’’ orientations for the
CP analyses were BT andWT, respectively, defined at 40% SNR. The grand
CP [20] is theAUROC for thedistributions of the z scores, pooled acrossSNR
and orientation, and sorted according to the animal’s choice.
Although the relationship between session/cell number and psycho-
metric/neurometric performance is nonlinear, we employed robust linear
regression (Matlab function ‘‘robustfit,’’ protecting against outliers) because
it is both simple and sufficient to demonstrate the effect of learning (Fig-
ure 1). Significance of the slope of the regression line was assessed by
permuting session or cell number (n = 1,000). Comparison of the neural
properties (Figure 2; Figure 3) in E and L groups was performed using
ANOVAwith group andmonkey and SNR (if applicable) as factors. The inter-
action between group and monkey was significant only for the SI. We also
computed robust regressions with normalized cell number (maximum cell
number within each animal = 100) as predictor with the data pooled across
monkeys (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes three figures, one table, and Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online
at doi:10.1016/j.cub.2011.08.037.
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